
Laurie's Last Word

Is privilege the wind at my back? 

Have you ever been on a sailboat or bicycle
and only realized that you had the wind at
your back when you changed direction? I think
this may be why those of us with privilege
don’t always ‘feel’ privileged – because that is
its very nature.  If we don’t have to have fight
a current of discrimination, we may not be
aware of it unless we really pay attention. 

It’s been a sizzling summer of submissions here at ORA
headquarters. 

Last month we responded to the Ministry of Finance’s paper
on Fraud & Abuse. You can read our submission here. The
theme of our remarks was essentially: looking for fraud in all
the wrong places and the ineffectiveness of the current
regulatory regime to mitigate or substantiate fraud. 

News From
the Front

Ask a Lawyer
Q:  Will the new contingency fee
agreements affect AB claimants?

The rules surrounding contingency fee
agreements in Ontario have changed.
Important highlights include: use of a
standard form contingency fee agreement;
use of a standard form consumer guide;
increased disclosure of contingency fee
percentages; increased fee-related reporting;
costs (payment awarded to clients to offset
legal fees) are now included in contingency
fee calculations. 

In my opinion, the new contingency fee
rules will Keep Reading

Date Topic Speakers

 
September 17, 2021

1-2:30 -pm
 
 

LAT Hacks Key LAT decisions and how now-
virtual LAT processes have changed the

landscape, and how providers can prepare for
virtual LAT hearings.

Rasha El-Tawil 
and 

Chris Collins.
 
 

Register Here!
 

Coming Attractions

We have weighed in on the Ministry of Health’s Home and Community Care
regulatory changes. Read that submission here. We commended many
changes and questioned the different treatment of private (vs non-profit)
providers and highlighted the need for increased investment in publicly
funded rehabilitation.

We also recently submitted our response to FSRA’s proposed Unfair or
Deceptive Acts or Practices (UDAP) Rule. Stay tuned! 
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